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Previous research in educational medical simulation has drawn attention to the interplay
between a simulation’s fidelity and its educational effectiveness. As virtual patients (VPs)
are increasingly used in medical simulations for education purposes, a focus on the
relationship between virtual patients’ fidelity and educational effectiveness should also be
investigated. In this paper, we contribute to this investigation by evaluating the use of a
virtual patient selection interface (in which learners interact with a virtual patient via a set of
pre-defined choices) with advancedmedical communication skills learners. To this end, we
integrated virtual patient interviews into a graduate-level course for speech-language
therapists over the course of 2 years. In the first cohort, students interacted with three VPs
using only a chat interface. In the second cohort, students used both a chat interface and a
selection interface to interact with the VPs. Our results suggest that these advanced
learners view the selection interfaces as more appropriate for novice learners and that their
communication behavior was not significantly affected by using the selection interface.
Based on these results, we suggest that selection interfaces may be more appropriate for
novice communication skills learners, but for applications in which selection interfaces are
to be used with advanced learners, additional design research may be needed to best
target these interfaces to advanced learners.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Virtual patients (VPs) are computer simulations of patients that allow healthcare students to practice
a variety of clinical skills, ranging from physical exams to medical interviewing. Past work has
established that VPs contribute to higher learning outcomes (Consorti et al., 2012; Cook et al., 2013;
Hirumi et al., 2016). However, past research also notes that VPs—and more generally, simulation-
based medical education—need more investigation regarding the interplay between a simulation’s
fidelity and its instructional effectiveness (Norman et al., 2012; Cook et al., 2013). For example, a
2012 article by Norman, Dore, and Grierson examined a number of studies that compared the
learning effectiveness of high-fidelity simulators and low-fidelity simulators in medical education.
Almost all of the twenty-four studies examined demonstrated that the high-fidelity simulations did
not have a significant advantage over the low-fidelity simulations (Norman et al., 2012), despite what
the authors note as the general assumption that higher fidelity simulations will yield better learning
transfer to real-world scenarios.
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This apparent conflict between simulation fidelity and
learning effectiveness may stem from the cognitive load
associated with higher fidelity simulations. Cognitive load
theory explains the connections between working memory,
the information a human can process consciously, and a
learner’s abilities to “. . .process new information and to
construct knowledge in long term memory” (Sweller et al.,
2019). Understanding the relationship between working
memory and long-term memory is particularly important
because working memory is limited, both in capacity and
duration. In other words, if the cognitive load associated
with a learning activity is too high, this load can impede
the learning that may take place. Applied to simulation-
based education, we may see the effect that high fidelity
simulations may represent models that are too complex for
novice learners (Norman et al., 2012), thereby reducing the
potential educational effectiveness. To manage learners’
cognitive load in simulations, some cognitive load
researchers in medical education therefore suggest varying
simulation fidelity in accordance with the expertise of the
targeted learners: novice learners should use lower fidelity
simulations, and as they learn, learners may progress to
using simulations of gradually greater fidelity with adequate
instructional support (Leppink and Duvivier, 2016). Similarly,
the International Nursing Association for Clinical Simulation
and Learning’s best practices in simulation design suggests
varying a simulation’s fidelity in response to a number of
factors, including the learner level and the learning objectives
(Watts et al., 2021).

In this work, we apply this concept of “progressive fidelity”
to VPs for medical communication skills training, specifically
to the manner in which learners interact with a VP in a
communication skills learning scenario. For example,
learners may be able to chat “freely” with a VP using a chat
interface, or learners may use a selection interface in which
they select from a list of predetermined options to interact with
the VP. Existing VP applications have used both chat and
selection interaction methods, but the educational
effectiveness of these methods and analysis of when they
should be applied is under-investigated.

Our previous work examined fidelity and educational
effectiveness in VP interaction methods by investigating the
use of these interaction methods with learners of different
experience levels (Carnell et al., 2015). Specifically, our work
suggests that VP selection interfaces may be helpful for novice
communication skills learners by providing examples of
questions to ask in a patient interview. In this paper, we
continue this investigation by evaluating the use of a VP
selection interface with advanced medical communication
skills learners. To perform this evaluation, we integrated VP
interviews into a graduate-level course for speech-language
therapists (SLTs) over the course of 2 years. In the first year,
students interacted with three VPs using only a chat interface. In
the second year, students used both a chat interface and a
selection interface to interact with the VPs. Using survey
responses from the learners and transcripts from their VP
interactions, we investigated the following questions:

• When do advanced medical communication skills learners
perceive that VP selection interfaces should be used in their
learning?

• To what degree does conducting VP interviews using a
selection interface impact advanced medical
communication skills learners’ communication behavior?

Our results suggest that 1) advanced learners perceive VP
selection interfaces as more appropriate for novice learners and
that 2) learners’ communication skills behaviors were not
impacted by the use of a selection interface. These results echo
our previous findings that suggest the suitability of VP selection
interfaces for novice learners. And so, for the case of using
selection interfaces in VP communication skills training for
advanced learners, we recommend that additional design
research may be needed to target the selection interface
appropriately to advanced learners. These results also reinforce
the need for evaluation of VP development from educational
perspectives, in addition to evaluation of the fidelity of the
simulation, as the lower fidelity option (VP selection
interfaces) may be an appropriate choice for certain
educational contexts (training of novice communication skills
learners).

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss existing applications that have used
selection interfaces with virtual humans (VHs), the more general
technology that VPs fall under. This discussion focuses on VH
applications that have targeted communication skills learners’
message production. We also discuss the issue of message
production in the context of doctor-patient communication,
the educational domain for which our VP selection interface
was developed.

2.1 Existing Virtual Human Selection
Interfaces
Existing VH applications targeting message production have used
selection interfaces. For example, the Bilateral Negotiation
Trainer (BiLAT) is a VH-centered game that focuses on
intercultural communication and negotiation (Kim et al.,
2009). During the game, the importance of message
production and message reception (how one interprets a
message) is emphasized. Players interact with VHs by selecting
options from a menu, and VHs’ responses may vary based on the
level of trust a player has established. In an initial test of the
learning effectiveness of BiLAT, results indicate that players
without prior negotiation experience demonstrated significant
improvement after using BiLAT (Hill Jr et al., 2006). However, for
those players with negotiation experience, there was no
significant difference in performance.

Another VH application that uses selection interfaces and that
targets message production is SIDNIE. SIDNIE was developed to
train nursing students to ask pediatric patients questions that are
age-appropriate and unbiased (Dukes et al., 2013). SIDNIE
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accomplishes this goal through a set of four learning activities, the
majority of which involve using a selection interface to interview a
virtual pediatric patient. Nursing students who used SIDNIE
significantly improved their message production from the first
activity to the last activity, but performance did not increase
between each activity (Dukes et al., 2013). The second activity, a
VP selection interview with immediate feedback, yielded a ceiling
effect, while the third activity, grading an interview, yielded
performance significantly worse than that of the previous activity.

In both BiLAT and SIDNIE, learner performance did improve
as a result of using the application, but the exact effect of the
selection interface on communication skills in practice has not
been thoroughly investigated. Our previous research on VH
selection interfaces, however, suggests that selection interfaces
may impact message production: we compared the VP interview
performance of healthcare students who had used a selection
interface to the performance of healthcare students who did a
different learning activity. Students who had used the selection
interface asked VPs more questions that matched the system’s
natural language processing than students who completed a
different learning activity (Carnell et al., 2015). This finding
suggests that using a selection interface may impact a
communication skills learner’s behavior and that selection
interfaces’ effect on message production should be evaluated
directly.

Message production improvement resulting from the use of
SIDNIE and BiLAT was not uniform. Dukes et al. hypothesize
that the lack of monotonic performance improvement between
SIDNIE activities is due to the different levels of learning required
in each of the activities, namely that grading an interview requires
a higher level of learning than conducting an interview with a
selection interface that provides immediate feedback (Dukes
et al., 2013). This suggestion may also relate to the expertise-
linked improvement in BiLAT, as the selection interface may have
required a lower level of learning than was appropriate for the
more advanced negotiators who participated. These results
suggest that there are certain learning contexts—the expertise
of the learner or the relative difficulty of the learning tasks—to
which selection interfaces may be better suited than others.

We also previously explored the context in which to use
selection interfaces, leading us to recommend the use of
selection interfaces for novice medical interviewers in
particular (Carnell et al., 2015). This recommendation resulted
from student feedback that the students viewed the selection
interface options as modeling opportunities, or examples of
questions students could ask in a real patient interview. Our
current work presented here investigates learner expertise and
selection interfaces further by evaluating these interfaces with
advanced learners.

2.2 Message Production in Doctor-Patient
Communication
Problems in doctor-patient communication relating to message
production are well-established. For example, in 1989, Bourhis,
Roth, andMacQueen studied themedical language use of doctors,
nurses, and patients (Bourhis et al., 1989). The authors described

doctors as “bilingual” since doctors must switch between
everyday language and doctors’ acquired medical language
(Bourhis et al., 1989). Later research has demonstrated that
message production problems persist in doctor-patient
communication today. Koch-Weser et al. analyzed interactions
between real doctors and patients and found significant
differences in medical word use (Koch-Weser et al., 2009). In
other studies, patients have also expressed concerns about
healthcare providers who do not follow best practice
communication strategies (Waisman et al., 2003; Shaw et al.,
2009). In some cases, failure to practice these strategies has also
led to malpractice lawsuits (Gordon, 1996).

These language problems can even persist after medical
students receive communication skills training. Wouda and
van de Wiel displayed this persistence in their work with
medical students’, residents’, and consultants’ communication
skills (Wouda and van de Wiel, 2012). The authors found that
newmedical students performed as well as senior students on two
sub-competencies: explaining and influencing. This similarity
was present despite the senior students receiving training on
explaining and influencing. As a result, VH developers should
concern themselves not only with addressing message production
in their scenarios but also addressing its effectiveness.

3 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

For this work, we developed a new selection interface, the Guided
Selection interface, to target message production. The Guided
Selection interface was developed as part of an existing VP
application, Virtual People Factory 2.0 (VPF2). In this section,
we describe the features of VPF2 that are critical to the Guided
Selection interface and the design of the new interface itself.

3.1 Virtual People Factory 2.0
Virtual People Factory 2.0 (VPF2) is a web application that
enables the creation of and interaction with VHs (Rossen and
Lok, 2012). VPF2 was designed to allow individuals without
technical expertise but with particular domain expertise, such
as a healthcare instructor, to author a VH that can then be
interviewed in the same web application. The VPF2 authoring
process mostly focuses on the creation of the VH script, which
contains the dialogue responses a VH can provide, as well as the
corresponding questions that can elicit those dialogue responses.
VPF2 stores multiple questions that can elicit the same VH
response. These multiple questions are called phrasings, as
they are usually paraphrasings of the same question.

In addition to the VH authoring capabilities provided by
VPF2, the application also enables the interviewing of VHs in
an online interface. This interface allows remote learners to
interview a VH using a personal desktop or laptop device.
Typically, a VPF2 interview is conducted in a chat interaction
style, as shown in Figure 1: learners type their questions into an
input box, and VPF2 will match the typed question against the
available phrasings in the VH script. If a matching phrasing is
found, the VH responds with the corresponding VP response. If
no matching phrasing is found, a standard exception response
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FIGURE 1 | The VPF2 chat interface with virtual patient Lilly Smith.

FIGURE 2 | The Selection interface featuring Monica Roberts.
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(“Sorry, I don’t understand what you just said. Can you say it
another way?”) is returned instead.

3.2 The Guided Selection Interface
The Guided Selection interface (shown in Figure 2) can be used
to conduct an interview on VPF2 by selecting questions from a
predefined list. Questions are organized by the VP response they
trigger. Every response in a VP’s script is listed with up to three
phrasings that could trigger that response. The subset of
phrasings displayed is determined by a numeric evaluation of
the phrasings in the VP script. This numeric evaluation can be
any relevant measure of language for the learning goal, but to
target the healthcare students’ message production, the Flesch
Reading ease (FRE) (Flesch, 1948) was used to measure a
phrasing’s complexity, based on those issues identified in
Section 2.2.

The FRE has been used in several studies to evaluate the
language difficulty of patient-targeted health information
(Bradshaw et al., 1975; Williamson and Martin, 2010; Agarwal
et al., 2013). The FRE consists of a formula that uses a text’s words
per sentence and syllables per word to calculate an overall score of
reading difficulty for that text (Flesch, 1948). Higher FRE scores
correspond to easier texts. Scores from the FRE typically range
from 0 to 100, but scores outside of this range are also possible.
Scores ranging from 60 to 70 are considered “standard” or ‘‘plain
English” and correspond to a reading level for an American
eighth or ninth grader (Flesch, 1949). For the Guided Selection
interface, the FRE was calculated for each phrasing in the VP
script. Using these FRE scores, up to three phrasings were selected
for each VP response: the phrasings with the lowest, middle, and
highest scores. If there were less than three phrasings for a VP

response, all of the phrasings were included. By providing
learners with a variety of phrasings to elicit the same
information, the Guided Selection interface may prompt
learners to evaluate the complexity of their own questions in
later interviews.

4 MATERIALS AND METHODS

To evaluate the Guided Selection interface’s impact on
communication skills learners’ message production, we
conducted a user study using two cohorts of a graduate-level,
clinical practicum class at The University of Auckland. The user
study’s main tasks were to conduct three interviews with VPs
suffering from dysphagia, or trouble swallowing. An overview of
these tasks is provided in Figure 3. Students enrolled in the
clinical practicum class were well-suited to these tasks, as they
were studying to be speech-language pathologists and would be
required to interview real patients with dysphagia in their
practice.

Students were recruited from two cohorts (2018 and 2019)
of the clinical practicum class. All students interviewed the
same VPs—Lilly Smith, Monica Roberts, and Marty Graw—in
the same order. After each VP interview, students were asked
to complete a diagnosis survey that asked about treatment
plans and student concerns for the VP. One week after
completing both the VP interview and the diagnosis survey,
students were sent a link to a feedback page that summarized
their performance with the VP. As the user study was
integrated into a real class, there was roughly a month
between each VP interview. Before completing any
interviews, however, students were asked to complete a
background survey that included information about their
past experiences with medical interviewing and with
relevant technologies.

Students always conducted their first and third interviews
using VPF2’s chat interface (Figure 3). For the second interview,
however, students used different interfaces based on the study
condition they were in. For the CHAT condition, students
continued to use the chat interface. For the SELECTION
condition, students used the Guided Selection interface.
Students were divided into conditions based on their class
cohort: students in the 2018 cohort were in the CHAT
condition, while students in the 2019 cohort were in the
SELECTION condition.

4.1 Population
An overview of the SLP students who participated in the study is
provided in Table 1. Twenty-four students completed the
demographic survey and all three VP interviews (2018: n � 10,
2019: n � 14). The average age of students in both conditions was
28.0 ± 9.11 years, and the majority of the students (91.7%)
identified as female. When asked to estimate how many real
patients they had interacted with, students reported an average of
29.9 ± 15.5 patients. Less than half of the students (41.7%)
reported receiving any prior training for patient interviewing
skills.

FIGURE 3 | The study tasks completed by the students.
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4.2 Metrics
This user study used two sources of data: student survey
responses and transcripts from students’ interviews with the
three virtual patients.

4.2.1 Student Survey Responses
For students in the SELECTION condition, we also asked them a
series of questions about their experiences using the chat and
Guided Selection interface to understand their perceptions of
when each interface would be most useful. After their final VP
interview, students in the SELECTION condition completed a
survey comparing VPF2’s chat interface with the Guided
Selection interface. The survey included the following Likert
scale items:

• I became frustrated while using the chat-based interaction
method.

• I was able to ask the questions I wanted to using the chat-
based interaction method.

• Using the chat-based interaction method helped me learn
dysphagia interviewing skills significantly.

• Did the interview with the chat-based interaction method
feel like a real-world interview? please explain why or
why not.

• For what types of learning tasks do you think the chat-based
interaction method is appropriate? For which tasks would it
be inappropriate?

• What did you like or dislike about the chat-based
interaction method?

These questions were then repeated for the Guided Selection
interface by replacing “chat-based interaction method” with
“selection-based interaction method.” The questions were
worded to be about the “interaction method” to direct
students’ attention to the manner in which they asked the
questions, not the VP being interviewed. Before each set of
questions, students were provided with a screenshot of the
relevant interface and a brief description of when they used it.
Items one through three were evaluated using a Likert scale, while
the remaining questions were free-response. The first two Likert
items were evaluated on a seven-point Likert scale, while the third
item was evaluated on a five-point Likert scale.

4.2.2 Interview Transcripts
Transcripts of students’ interviews with the VPs were analyzed to
evaluate changes in students’ message production. Literature in
message production identifies three general categories of message

production assessment: goal attainment, efficiency, and social
appropriateness (Berger, 2003). Based on these categories, we
identified three message production metrics to evaluate the
impact of the selection interface:

• Percentage of unique International Classification of
Functioning, Disability, and Health Codes (Percent
Unique ICF).

• Questions per discovery (QPD).
• Percentage of student utterances below the standard Flesch
Reading ease (Percent Below Standard RE).

Transcripts were analyzed per student, per VP interview.
While students were allowed to interview each VP multiple
times, we chose only to analyze the transcripts with the
longest time duration for each student to prevent unnecessary
inflation of the metrics. For example, comparing questions per
discovery across all of a student’s transcripts may overestimate
this measure by including all the questions a student asked in any
interview.

Key to Berger’s perspective of message production is the role of
language as a tool to achieve a goal (Berger, 2003). According to
the course instructor, an important goal when conducting an
interview is to gain a holistic view of the patient. This holistic view
can be achieved by asking questions that cover biomedical and
social aspects of the patient’s dysphagia. This goal, also known as
patient-centered communication, is echoed in the medical
communication literature: using a patient-centered approach
has been shown to lead to improved patient satisfaction and
cooperation (Smith et al., 1995; Beck et al., 2002), among other
benefits.

To address students’ use of patient-centered communication,
we measured students’ percentage of unique ICF codes (Percent
Unique ICF). The World Health Organization’s International
Classification of Functioning, Disability, and Health (ICF) is a
framework used to “describe and measure health and disability”
(ICF, 2001). As part of this framework, the ICF includes a coding
scheme to support a common vocabulary of health topics across
disciplines and languages. Using the coding scheme provided by
the ICF, we coded each student utterance to determine students’
coverage of different health topics. Each question asked by the
student was coded with one ICF code, and examples can be found
in Table 2. For each student, we totaled the unique ICF codes
used in each interview and normalized this count by the students’
total utterances. A larger number of ICF codes used in a single
interview likely indicates a more holistic view of the VP was
pursued.

TABLE 1 | Demographic information for the students who participated in the study.

CHAT (2018 cohort) SELECTION (2019 cohort) Total

No. of Participants 10 14 24
Average Age (years) 27.4 ± 7.07 28.4 ± 10.6 28.0 ± 9.11
Female Participants 9 (90.0%) 13 (92.9%) 22 (91.7%)
Avg. Estimate of Patients Seen by Students 32.0 ± 16.2 28.4 ± 15.4 29.9 ± 15.5
No. of Students who Reported Receiving Interviewing Training 3 (30.0%) 7 (50.0%) 10 (41.7%)
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The second category of message production assessment
proposed by Berger is efficiency; speakers can potentially use
multiple strategies to achieve their goals, but these strategies may
vary in the time and effort needed (Berger, 2003). To measure
efficiency, we measured students’ questions per discovery. The
questions per discovery metric originates from previous VP
literature (Halan et al., 2018) and is the ratio of the number of
questions asked by the student to the number of discoveries
uncovered by the student. In VPF2, a discovery is an important
piece of information needed to make a diagnosis. The questions
per discovery metric reveals how efficiently a student can uncover
important information in a VP interview. Higher values for
questions per discovery indicate less efficient interviewing, as
the student had to ask more number of questions to uncover
discoveries.

Berger’s final aspect of message production assessment is
social appropriateness. As described in Section 2.2, the ability
of a healthcare provider to adapt his or her message to a patient
has been shown to be extremely important. Providers must
communicate with patients in a manner that is
comprehensible in order for patients to attend to providers’
instructions. The two main suggestions given to providers to
communicate in comprehensible language are 1) to speak in
simple language (Graham and Brookey, 2008; Green et al., 2014;
Speer, 2015) and 2) to use less medical jargon (Graham and
Brookey, 2008; Oates and Paasche-Orlow, 2009; Green et al.,
2014).

To target simple language, we calculated the percentage of
student utterances below the standard reading ease (Percent
Below Standard RE). This measure uses the Flesch Reading
ease formula (FRE), the same readability formula used in the
development of the Guided Selection interface. The FRE was
calculated for each student utterance, examples of which can be
found in Table 2. The percentage of student utterances below the
standard reading ease addresses the general difficulty of a
student’s utterances by calculating the percentage of utterances
that scored below 60, the lower end of the standard range of the
FRE (Flesch, 1949).

5 RESULTS

5.1 Student Survey Responses
In contrast with Carnell et al.’s previous research investigating
student perception of selection interfaces (Carnell et al., 2015),
students in the SELECTION condition reported a higher level of

frustration when using the selection interface (5.64 ± 1.34) than
the chat interface (4.79 ± 0.802). Students also reported a greater
ability to ask the questions they wanted to ask using the chat
interface (4.71 ± 1.14) than the selection interface (3.50 ± 1.70).
Finally, students’ responses indicate that the chat interface helped
them learn dysphagia skills (3.29 ± 0.611) more than the selection
interface did (2.86 ± 0.770).

There was some similarity with previous work and this current
study in the themes that emerged from the open-ended survey
questions. Select responses from each of the open-ended
questions are presented in Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5.
When describing which types of learning tasks the interfaces
would be appropriate for, half of the students (7 students, 50.0%)
described the selection interface as appropriate for learning what
questions to ask or for learning about dysphagia in general, as
shown in the example responses in Table 3. These tasks are likely
novice tasks, given the students’ status as advanced learners. In
contrast, six of the students (42.9%) responded that the chat
interface is appropriate for interview practice or taking a case
history. These responses echo the previous finding that students
view the selection interface as a modeling opportunity. They also
suggest a progression of novice learning tasks (learning about
dysphagia or learning questions) to more advanced tasks (taking
a case history or practicing an interview) when using the two
interfaces.

Students found both interfaces fairly unrealistic, as illustrated
in the select quotes in Table 4: Only two students described the
selection interface as realistic to some degree. Three students
described the chat interface as realistic, and these responses were
always qualified. For example, one student, Participant 11,
responded:“Yes it was fairly realistic within the obvious
restrictions of being an online client” - P11

Sample student responses as to whether students like or
disliked a particular interface are included in Table 5. The
lack of realism seemed to affect students’ overall reception of
the chat interface. The majority of students (10 students, 71.4%)
reported disliking the chat interface or described it as “unnatural”
in response to whether they liked the interface. Students also
reported disliking the selection interface but for different reasons.
Three students (21.4%) described using the selection interface as
tedious, while two students (14.3%) felt they did not learn as
much using the selection interface.

5.2 Interview Transcripts
To investigate whether advanced learners’ message production
was affected by using a selection interface, we conducted Mann-

TABLE 2 | Sample student utterances with information used to calculate goal attainment and social appropriateness metrics.

Student utterance ICF code Flesch reading ease

do you get a dry mouth b5104 salivation 116.1
describe the sensation during swallowing b51058 swallowing, other specified 15.64
do you work d850 remunerative employment 119.2
How about physical activity? d5701 managing diet and fitness −8.725
can you feed yourself e340 personal care providers 97.02
Are you having difficulty swallowing your medication e1101 Drugs 6.359
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Whitney U Tests on students’ message production metrics at
Interview 1 and Interview 3.

During Interview 1, there were no significant differences in either
message production metrics between students in the CHAT
condition and students in the SELECTION condition. Similarly,
during Interview 3, there were no significant differences between the
two conditions in the twomessage productionmetrics. Themedians,
standard deviations, and the test results for the two metrics at
Interview one and Interview three are presented in Table 6.

6 DISCUSSION

6.1 When Do Communication Skills
Learners Perceive That Virtual Human
Selection Interfaces Should beUsed in Their
Learning?
When asked which types of learning tasks the selection interface
would be appropriate, one theme was tasks centered on learning,

TABLE 3 | Sample student responses to “For what types of learning tasks do you think the [interface] is appropriate?”

Interface Response

Selection “For really structured interview practice where you don’t need to create questions . . . ”-P03
Selection “. . .Appropriate for introduction to different swallowing difficulties.”-P05
Selection “appropriate for learning how to ask questions and evaluate our choice of wording against others. inappropriate for learning

to identify gaps in information gathered”-P08
Chat “appropriate: effective case history questions . . . ”-P20
Chat “. . .when gathering a case history this would be beneficial. Gives a guide to the conversation”-P10
Chat “. . .learning to have the discussion flow from one question to another”-P08

TABLE 4 | Sample student response to “Did the interview with the [interface] feel like a real-world interview? please explain why or why not”.

Interface Response

Selection “. . ..I was not able to ask the questions I wanted to.”-P02
Selection “. . .In the real world you don’t get a list of set questions.”-P06
Selection “yes, but again the same as the other interaction - the responses felt limited compared to real life.”-P20
Chat “It felt robotic and artificial”-P07
Chat “. . .in real-life patients would respondmore in an open-ended question . . . but these chat based interactions felt more limited

than usual.”-P20

TABLE 5 | Sample student response to “What did you like or dislike about the [interface]?”

Interface Response

Selection “I disliked it . . . you didn’t have to think through the series of questions and answers. . .”-P03
Selection “. . .I didn’t feel like I learnt anything.”-P06
Selection “quick and simple. straightforward and no time wasted trying to re-word questions”-P20
Chat “Disliked the interrogation feel”-P05
Chat “. . .I disliked that the questions/answers were limited.”-P08
Chat “The unnatural pragmatic component mentioned above”-P10

TABLE 6 | The means, standard deviations, andMann-WhitneyU test results for the three message production transcripts at Interview 1 and Interview 3. Metrics are defined
in Section 4.2.2.

Interview 1 Mean (SD) Mann-whitney U results

Message production metric CHAT Sel U p r
Percent Unique ICF (%) 22.3 (6.08) 19.1 (4.89) 59.0 0.546 −0.275
Questions per Discovery (QPD) 6.01 (1.45) 6.60 (2.75) 54.5 0.371 −0.185
Percent Below Standard RE (%) 20.0 (7.34) 16.9 (4.76) 47.0 0.192 −0.132

Interview 3 Mean (SD) Mann-Whitney U Results

Message Production Metric CHAT SEL U p r
Percent Unique ICF (%) 25.0 (8.06) 18.1 (5.32) 43.0 0.122 −0.324
Questions per Discovery (QPD) 3.98 (1.33) 2.97 (0.970) 53.0 0.341 −0.204
Percent Below Standard RE (%) 19.0 (8.19) 20.0 (9.16) 68.0 0.931 −0.023 9
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such as learning about which questions to ask and how to ask
these questions. Since the students in this work are advanced
communication skills learners, these tasks are likely learning tasks
associated with more novice learners. This theme of associating
the selection interface with novice learners is consistent with
feedback from novice students surveyed in our 2015 work
(Carnell et al., 2015). Novice medical interviewers in the 2015
study described the selection interface as a resource for example
questions and helpful for novice learners. Further, in both studies,
students made these recommendations for the selection interfaces
while acknowledging that selection interfaces are less realistic
than chat interfaces. Describing selection interfaces as
appropriate for novice learners despite a reduction in realism
is consistent with recommendations made by Leppink and
Duvivier to manage cognitive load in simulation-based
medical education (Leppink and Duvivier, 2016).

However, one important distinction in this work is an
additional type of novice-targeted activity proposed by
advanced learners. While most feedback for the selection
interfaces recommended novice practice for interviewing, three
students described the selection interface as appropriate for
“learning about dysphagia”. While learning about dysphagia
was not specifically described as a novice activity by the
students, since all of the students were at the end of their
post-graduate-level training programs, we suspect they likely
considered this to be a novice activity. Based on this
recommendation from the students, we suggest that future
research on the development of VP communication skills
training may wish to examine how content instruction (such
as that on dysphagia) may be integrated with communication
skills practice for novices of both domains.

6.2 To What Degree Does Conducting
Virtual Human Interactions Using a
Selection Interface Impact Advanced
Communication Skills Learners’ Message
Production?
There were no significant differences observed in the three
message production measures during Interview 3, so we do
not find evidence that students’ message production was
affected by the use of the selection interface.

This finding is interesting in light of our previous work which
suggests that selection interfaces may serve as a modeling
opportunity for questions to ask in a medical interview (Carnell
et al., 2015). However, as noted, an important distinction between
the 2015 study and this population is the participants’ levels of
expertise. Since the participants in this work are considered
advanced learners—in contrast to the novice learners previously
studied—we hypothesize that the participants’ higher level of
expertise may have mitigated potential modeling effects of the
selection interface. This hypothesis is supported by the previous
research with BiLAT, which found performance differences
between novice and experienced negotiators who used BiLAT
(Kim et al., 2009). In particular, the advanced learners in our
study sought opportunities for autonomous communication with
the VP by voicing a desire to “. . .to ask the questions I wanted to.”

Additionally, cognitive load theory may also explain why the
selection interface did not impact learners’ message production,
despite being viewed as a modeling opportunity. As described in
Section 1, high fidelity simulations may be too cognitively
demanding for novice learners to learn from them effectively.
Cognitive load theory also suggests that the inverse may be true,
that simulations that are too simplistic or of too low a fidelity may
also be less effective for advanced learners. Therefore, if selection
interfaces are better suited for novice learners, this may make
selection interfaces less helpful for advanced learners. According
to cognitive load theory, as learners become more advanced, the
complexity of what can be stored in memory evolves. This
evolution may make activities that are complex for novice
learners too simple for advanced students. The presence of
such an effect is suggested in the qualitative feedback given by
students: they felt that they did not learn as much while using the
selection interface, as shown in student responses to “What did
like or dislike about the [interface]?”.

7 CONCLUSION

Previous research in simulation-based medical education has
recommended greater investigation into the relationship
between simulation fidelity and educational effectiveness, so
this work examined advanced learners’ perceptions and use of
interaction methods of varying fidelity for VP communication
skills training. Cognitive load theory suggests that low fidelity
simulations are often more suitable for novice learners, and our
results suggest that advanced learners echo this suggestion: they
recommended that the selection interface (the low fidelity
interaction method) may be helpful for tasks such as learning
which questions to ask and how to ask them. These tasks are likely
novice tasks, given the learners’ status as post-graduate healthcare
students. Further, in contrast to previous work that suggests VP
selection interfaces may impact communication skills learners’
message production, advanced communication skills learners’
message production was not significantly different after using the
selection interface. This finding may be potentially explained by
cognitive load theory since a simulation may conversely be too
simple for an advanced learner to benefit from it optimally. In
summary, we present our conclusions below in reference to the
questions we raised in Section 1:

• When do advanced medical communication skills learners
perceive that VP selection interfaces should be used in their
learning? Advanced communication skills learners seem to
perceive selection interfaces as appropriate for novice
learners [who are novices to medical interviewing but
who are also potentially novices to dysphagia (see
Section 6.1)].

• To what degree does conducting VP interviews using a
selection interface impact advanced medical
communication skills learners’ communication behavior?
Advanced communication skills learners’ message
production was not significantly different after using the
selection interface proposed in this work. One potential
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explanation for this finding comes from cognitive load
theory (see Section 6.2), but further work will be needed
to determine this.

7.1 Limitations and Future Work
A major limitation of our work is that we did not investigate
directly whether the selection interface used in this study affected
novice learners’message production. While our previous research
suggests that novices’ message production would be impacted
(Carnell et al., 2015), we did not evaluate novices directly in this
work. Future research should evaluate the same VP designs with
learners of a variety of expertise levels simultaneously so as to best
address the relationship between interaction fidelity and learner
expertise level. This line of work is especially important, given
learners’ apparent perception that selection interfaces are most
appropriate for novice learning activities.

These results are further limited by the amount of
communication skills learners included in the study. We
cannot conclude decisively from this study that selection
interfaces are not effective at all for advanced communication
skills learners, but this work does provide insight into advanced
learners’ perceptions of these interfaces. Based on our results, we
suggest that if VP selection interfaces are to be used with
advanced learners, additional design research is likely needed
to target the selection interface to advanced learners. While our
findings suggest that advanced learners do perceive selection
interfaces as modeling opportunities, the other feedback from
our learners indicates that they view these interfaces as
appropriate for novice learners. Learners in this work were
more frustrated using a selection interface than a chat
interface and did not feel they learned interviewing skills as
much with a selection interface as with a chat interface. Also,
despite learners’ describing the selection interface as a modeling
opportunity, advanced learners who had used a selection interface

did not produce messages in a manner significantly different than
learners who only used chat interfaces.
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